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In an effort to improve precision of thermodynamic mixing properties for the alkali feldspar system, we have in
the last several years put a major effort into studying large numbers of samples for several new alkali feldspar
ion-exchange series. The most recent effort in this regard has involved the collection of solution calorimetric data
(50 ◦C, 20.1 wt% hydrofluoric acid, isoperibolic conditions) on a 14-member "low sanidine" series synthesized
from natural Laacher See sanidine (Eifel, Germany). The resulting enthalpies of K-Na mixing for this series may
be compared with other recent results for a 21-member low albite - microcline series and a 20-member analbite -
high sanidine series, as well as with older data for (topochemically monoclinic) adularia - based and orthoclase
- based series (Hovis, Journal of Petrology, 1988). In these recent studies we have paid special attention to the
characterization of data behavior near the Na end member of each series, where subtle yet critical differences
from series to series have become evident. Overall, resulting data for the five series show beautiful systematics for
maximum enthalpy-of-mixing values, which display steady and significant decline with increased Al-Si disorder
and for which we now offer quantitative expression. It is believed that these differences are attributable to feldspar
volume expansion associated with Al-Si disorder. Such expansion makes the substitution of a relatively large K
ion into a highly sodic feldspar energetically “easier” in a disordered than ordered structure. This effect also is
reflected by the symmetry of enthalpy of mixing values with composition; although the four most Al-Si ordered
series display maximum values for enthalpy of K-Na mixing that are achieved at sodic compositions (mole
fractions potassium between 0.38 and 0.42), the most disordered series shows a maximum heat of mixing at mole
fraction potassium 0.48, thus displaying mixing quantities that are nearly symmetric with regard to composition.
For highly disordered feldspars, then, the excess enthalpy associated with K-for-Na substitution into a pure-Na
feldspar is about the same as that of Na-for-K substitution into a pure-K feldspar.

It is possible to utilize the new, more-precisely-defined, enthalpies of mixing in conjunction with additional
thermodynamic mixing data for alkali feldspars. Thus, we have combined our data with Gibbs free energies
of K-Na mixing determined from multiple phase equilibrium data sets collected under various pressure and
temperature (P,T) conditions to determine entropies of K-Na mixing for various Al-Si distributions. When the
results are viewed alongside the directly-measured vibrational entropies of mixing for ordered (Benisek, Dachs,
& Kroll, American Mineralogist, 2014) and disordered (Haselton, Hovis, Hemingway, & Robie, American
Mineralogist, 1983) alkali feldspars, it becomes evident that excess configurational entropy is a major contributor
to alkali feldspar thermodynamic behavior, moreover that such contributions are a strong, yet complex, function of
Al-Si distribution. Increased precision of the recent calorimetrically-determined enthalpies of K-Na mixing have
contributed significantly to our confidence in these conclusions.


